For subspaces X and Y of Q the notation X h Y means that X is homeomorphic to a subspace of Y and X ∼ Y means X h Y h X. The resulting set P(Q)/∼ of equivalence classes X = {Y ⊆ Q: Y ∼ X} is partially-ordered by the relation X h Y if X h Y . In a previous paper by the author it was established that this poset is essentially determined by considering only the scattered X ⊆ Q of finite Cantor-Bendixson rank. Results from that paper are extended to show that this poset is computable.
Introduction
This paper is mainly a continuation of [1] . The notation and terminology from that paper are used here. All topological spaces considered are assumed to be scattered countable metric spaces X with finite (Cantor-Bendixson) rank (denoted N(X)). We may assume each of these is a subspace of Q. Here we show that the partially-ordered set A = {X ⊆ Q: 1 < N(X) < ω}/∼ (ordered be embeddability) originally defined in [1, Section 4] can be generated by a computer program. En route to this conclusion we give a classification (or a presentation perhaps) of homeomorphism types of countable metric spaces with finite Cantor-Bendixson rank. For example, in Section 3, we give a complete list of homeomorphism types of spaces of rank 4, and a presentation of the embeddability ordering of these spaces. Our focus here is on a closer study of the types introduced in Definition 20 of the aforementioned paper. There we defined the type of an isolated point to be (∅, ∅) and then inductively defined the type of a point p ∈ X with higher rank to be (A, B) where A is the set of types τ so that every neighborhood of p in X contains infinitely many points of type τ and B is the set of types σ so that every neighborhood of p in X contains a closed infinite set of points of type σ .
The combinatorics of types
In [1, Definition 21] we defined T n to be the set of types arising from points in spaces X with N(X) < n. It is easy to see that T n is finite for each n ∈ N so we would like to determine |T n | as a function of n. The results presented here will reduce that question to a (difficult) finite combinatorial problem, which we do not solve. We only give a recursive algorithm (Theorem 1) for computing T n+1 from T n , but we have no closed form expression for |T n |. Another difficulty concerns the functions f X : T N(X)+1 → ω + 1 + 1 defined in [1, Definition 23] . Recall that f X (τ ) was defined to be the number of points of type τ in X with the convention that if there was a closed infinite set, we counted its cardinality as "ω + 1". Which functions f : T n → ω + 1 + 1 are actually of the form f = f X for a space X? We answer this in Theorem 3. Also note that [1, Lemma 27 ] is quite weak because there are certainly scattered spaces X, Y ⊆ Q where X embeds in Y even though
This weakness is remedied below. Many natural questions are left unanswered. For example, we have no general formula for the size of a maximal anti-chain in T n as a function of n.
Note that for each τ ∈ T n there is a way of associating a canonical scattered space S(τ ) ⊆ Q to the type τ . Since τ = (A, B) arises as the type of a point p in some finite rank space X ⊆ Q, it is always possible to choose a neighborhood U of p in X containing points of type σ only for σ ∈ A and containing closed infinite sets of points of type σ only for σ ∈ B. Let us call such an open-and-closed neighborhood standard. Now take S(τ ) := U . The space S(τ ) is the unique space (by [1, Theorem 24] ) where f S(τ ) (σ ) is ω + 1 when σ ∈ B, ω when σ ∈ A \ B, 1 when σ = τ and 0 otherwise. Theorem 1. T 0 = T 1 = ∅, T 2 = {(∅, ∅)} and for each finite n 2, T n+1 \ T n consists of all elements (A, B) ∈ P(T n ) × P(T n ) satisfying all of the following:
Proof. We show that this recursive definition is correct using induction on n. Suppose that the recursive definition of T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n given above is correct (certainly it is up to n = 1). Now assume n 2 and note that the set T n+1 \ T n is the set of types of (n − 1)-isolated points. If (A, B) ∈ T n+1 \ T n then (A, B) arose as the type of some (n − 1)-isolated point p in a scattered space X ⊆ Q and hence it satisfies (ii)-(iv) by [1, Theorem 22] and (i) is simply the observation that there must be a set of (n − 2)-isolated points converging to p, infinitely many of which must have the same type by [1, Theorem 22(i) ]. Now fix some (A, B) ∈ P(T n ) × P(T n ) satisfying the four conditions and we will show that it actually arises as the type of an (n − 1)-isolated point in a scattered space X ⊆ Q.
Let For m + 1 j l, embed a copy of ω S(τ j ) into each interval I n where n = j (mod l). Add the point 1 to obtain a scattered subspace X of Q.
Note that (by (i)) since some type of an (n − 2)-isolated point was in A, it follows that 1
. The inclusions A ⊆ A * , B ⊆ B * are immediate. Now take some σ ∈ A * . It must be that σ is in the support of f S(τ j ) for some j with 1 j l. However, for that to happen, either σ = τ j (in which case σ must have been in A or B hence σ ∈ A by condition (ii)) or σ ∈ A where τ j = (A , B ) (in which case σ ∈ A by conditions (ii)-(iv)). This shows that A * = A. Now consider a type σ ∈ B * . One (or both) of the following must occur:
Case 1: σ is in the support of f S(τ j ) for some j with m + 1 j l. Then if σ = τ j , σ ∈ B is immediate. Otherwise it must be that σ ∈ A where τ j = (A , B ) and hence σ ∈ B by condition (iv).
Case 2: f S(τ j ) (σ ) = ω + 1 for some j with 1 j m. That is to say that σ ∈ B where τ j = (A , B ) and hence σ ∈ B by conditions (ii) and (iii).
The finite sets T n can be ordered in a natural way. Declare τ h σ if and only if S(τ ) h S(σ ). This makes (T n , h ) a finite pre-ordered set. Declaring τ ∼ σ if and only if σ h τ h σ and ordering the resulting equivalence classes in the obvious way makes (T n /∼, h ) into a finite partially-ordered set. The next lemma shows that the partially-ordered sets (T n /∼, h ) can be constructed via a recursive algorithm. Note that (T 0 /∼, h ) and (T 1 /∼, h ) are empty while (T 2 /∼, h ) is the partially-ordered set with one element.
Lemma 2. Let (A, B) ∈ T n+1 \ T n and let (A , B ) ∈ T n+1 . Then (A , B ) h (A, B) if and only if either (i) or (ii) (as below) holds.
(i) For each σ ∈ A there is τ ∈ A such that σ h τ and for each σ ∈ B either (1) there is τ ∈ B such that σ h τ , or (2) there is (A , B ) ∈ A and τ ∈ A such that σ h τ ; (ii) (A , B ) ∈ T n and (A , B ) h σ for some σ ∈ A.
Proof. Clearly condition (ii) is sufficient and it is not too hard to see that condition (i) is sufficient using the "canonical" constructions of S((A, B)) and S((A , B )) as in the proof of Theorem 1. To show that either (i) or (ii) is necessary, again use the canonical realizations of S((A, B)) and S((A , B )) and suppose there is an embedding f : S((A , B )) → S((A, B)). The point 1 ∈ S((A , B )) is the unique point in that space with type (A , B ) and similarly for 1 ∈ S((A, B)).
If f (1) = 1, argue that condition (i) must be satisfied. Indeed, for each σ ∈ A , S(A , B ) contains infinitely many points of type σ , so there must be some type τ ∈ A such that infinitely many points of type σ are taken by f to points of type τ . Every neighborhood of a point contains a standard neighborhood of that point, so since f is an embedding, f must take a standard neighborhood of a point of type σ into a standard neighborhood of a point of type τ -this requires σ h τ . For each σ ∈ B , S(A , B ) contains a closed infinite set of points each of type σ . Thus some closed infinite set of points all of type σ must be taken by f to an infinite set of points, all of type τ , which is closed in f [S((A , B ))]. We claim that τ must be as in (1) or (2). Indeed, if this were not the case, then since (2) fails, for each type τ ∈ A, S(τ ) contains no points of type τ if τ = τ and only one point of type τ when τ = τ . Then since (1) fails, for each interval I n , I n ∩ S((A, B)) contains at most one point of type τ . Now since f (1) B ) )], it follows that no infinite set of points all of type τ could possibly be closed in B) ) has type σ for some σ ∈ A and since f is an embedding, f must take some neighborhood of 1 in
S(A , B ) into a standard neighborhood of f (1) in S((A, B)). Now (ii) is immediate since any neighborhood of 1 in S((A , B )) is homeomorphic to S((A , B )).
The next result classifies the functions f : T n → ω + 1 + 1 that arise as f X for a scattered space X ⊆ Q with finite rank. 
Proof. To see that (i) is necessary, take a closed infinite set {x 1 , x 2 , . . .} of points all of type (A, B) in X and fix some σ ∈ A. For each n, choose a point a n of type σ with d(x n , a n ) < 1/n and argue that {a 1 , a 2 , . . .} is closed in X. Necessity of (ii) is obvious. To see that (iii) is necessary, take an infinite set of points in X each of type (A, B) (which is not closed in X since f ((A, B)) = ω + 1) and look at the type of any point in the closure of this set. Now consider a function f satisfying (i)-(iii). Let τ 1 , . . . , τ k be the types that f takes to ω + 1 and let (τ k+1 , n 1 ), . . . , (τ k+m , n m ) be the pairs with 0 < f (τ k+i ) = n i < ω.
We claim f = f X . The types taken by f X to ω + 1 are By definition, f takes the types in (1) to ω + 1. Since f satisfies (i), it also takes the types in (2) to ω + 1 and since f satisfies (the second part of) (ii), it also takes the types in (3) to ω + 1. Thus f (τ ) = ω + 1 if and only if f X (τ ) = ω + 1 for all τ ∈ T ω . By construction it is also immediate that f and f X agree on all the types either takes to a finite ordinal. Suppose f X (σ ) = ω. Then σ = τ i for i = 1, . . . , k + m, and σ ∈ A i for some i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , k + m}. Thus f (σ ) ω by (the first part of) (ii) and The representation above is generally not unique, but it will be (up to reordering) if m is chosen to be minimal. Our final goal will be to give necessary and sufficient conditions on f X and f Y for X to embed in Y (when X and Y have finite rank). Before stating the next theorem, we need the following notation:
Theorem 5. Let X and Y be countable metric spaces with finite rank. Then X h Y if and only if there are functions Φ : I X → S Y \ F Y and Ψ : F X → ω S Y satisfying the following five conditions:
(i) τ h Φ(τ ) for all τ ∈ I X ; (ii) For all τ ∈ F X and for all σ ∈ S X , Ψ (τ )(σ ) > 0 implies τ h σ ; (iii) σ ∈S Y Ψ (τ )(σ ) = f X (τ ) for all τ ∈ F X ; (iv) τ ∈F X Ψ (τ )(σ ) f Y (σ ) for all σ ∈ S Y ; (v) For all σ ∈ Φ[I X ] ∩ C Y there
is some (A, B) ∈ S Y with σ ∈ A such that the inequality in (iv) is strict when σ = (A, B).
Proof. . Now we prove that these conditions are sufficient. Assume we are given X, Y and Ψ , Φ satisfying all the conditions. As in the proof of the previous theorem, X can be written in the form For each σ ∈ S Y and each j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, embed Ψ (τ k+j )(σ )-many of the S(τ k+j ) summands into pairwise-disjoint standard neighborhoods of points of type σ (using the previously-chosen neighborhoods when σ ∈ F Y and ensuring disjointness from all the previously defined neighborhoods when σ is not in F Y ) in Y . Furthermore, by making the standard neighborhoods small enough, we may assume that the complement of the (closure of the) range of the union of these embeddings (call this map f ) still contains a closed infinite set of points of type σ for each σ ∈ B for each σ ∈ F Y and at least one point of type σ ∈ A for each σ ∈ F Y . All of this can be done since conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied.
For each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, consider the points of type
is not in C Y , then there are infinitely many points of type Φ(τ j ) in the complement of the closure of the range of f . Choose an infinite set of such points with at most one cluster point (not in the closure of the range of the union of the previously-defined embeddings) and inductively choose pairwise-disjoint standard neighborhoods of these points, and use condition (i) to find an embedding of the ω S(τ j ) summand into an infinite and co-infinite union of these neighborhoods. This method ensures that the same process can be conducted again for any j ∈ {1, . . . , k} with Φ(τ j ) not in C Y . If Φ(τ j ) ∈ C Y , use condition (v) to find a point p in Y of type (A, B) with Φ(τ j ) ∈ A that is not in the closure of the range of any of the previously-defined embeddings. Then there is an infinite sequence of points all of type Φ(τ j ) converging to p (and to no other point). Inductively choose pairwise-disjoint standard neighborhoods of these points and embed (using (i)) the ω S(τ j ) summand into an infinite and co-infinite union of these neighborhoods. Taking the union of all the embeddings defined in this manner gives an embedding f : X → Y .
Notice that since condition (iii) must be satisfied, to determine whether there are functions Φ and Ψ satisfying conditions (i)-(v), it is not necessary to consider all functions Ψ : F X → ω S Y . It is enough to consider only those Ψ with Ψ (τ )(σ ) max {f X (τ ): τ ∈ F X } for all σ ∈ S Y for all τ ∈ F X . Thus only finitely many possibilities for Ψ and Φ need to be considered, and checking whether conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied can be carried out algorithmically in a finite amount of time using Theorem 1 and Lemma 2. Using these results and Theorem 5 proves that A is a computable partially-ordered set in the following sense.
Theorem 6. There is a decidable subset D of 2 <ω (:= the set of all finite length binary sequences) and a computable function f :
We close this section with the following question. Let T be the first-order theory of (P(Q)/∼, h ) in the language of partially-ordered sets (i.e., the language with one binary relation symbol " "). Is T decidable? Recall that not every computable partially-ordered set has decidable theory.
Spaces with rank at most 4
The set T 5 can be computed from Lemma 1. We avoid using the cumbersome, literal definition of type and simply list the elements of T 5 in the form i n where i n ∈ T i+1 \ T i and we list the types starting from n = 0 in arbitrary order (e.g., 1 0 := (∅, ∅) is the unique element of T 2 \ T 1 = T 2 while 2 0 := ({(∅, ∅)}, ∅) and 2 1 := ({(∅, ∅)}, {(∅, ∅)}) are the elements of T 3 \ T 2 ). Carrying on in this manner we can compute the elements of T 4 \ T 3 by hand. They are:
So we have |T 4 | = 12 = 9 + 2 + 1. A simple computer program (about 75 lines of code) can be run to list all the types in T 5 . We find that |T 5 | = 20106 = 20094 + 9 + 2 + 1, though beyond this there is no hope of listing all the types since there are probably about 10 5000 types in T 6 . Let us take stock of the situation. We know that all sufficiently small neighborhoods of a fixed point (in one of the spaces we are studying) are homeomorphic. Furthermore, restricting our attention to spaces with rank at most 4, we see that exactly 20106 homeomorphism types arise in this manner. Next one can check by hand that the types in T 4 fit into 8 embeddability equivalence classes:
It is actually possible to calculate all the embeddability equivalence classes of T 5 and the ordering of those classes by hand. There are the 8 classes above, plus 31 additional classes. The author's hand calculation was verified by a computer program to check that each of the 20094 classes in T 5 \ T 4 is embeddability-equivalent to exactly one of these 31 classes. We list these classes below, numbered arbitrarily, together with the number of types in each equivalence class, and typical representatives of each class. Set brackets and commas between elements are dropped so that, for example, the type ({1 0 , 2 0 , 3 2 }, {1 0 , 2 0 }) appears as (1 0 2 0 3 2 , 1 0 2 0 ) and "T 4 " abbreviates the list of all types in T 4 .
No. Types A pictorial representation of the poset (T 5 /∼, h ) appears in Fig. 1 . In this picture there is a downhill line from σ to τ only when σ < τ and there is no class ρ with σ < ρ < τ. Notice that some classes in (T 5 \ T 4 )/∼ are incomparable to classes in T 4 /∼. There are also some fairly large antichains (e.g., {3, 6, 7, 11}).
We close by answering a question of Rehana Patel: Is A (equivalently (P(Q)/∼, h )) a lattice? Consider the embeddability classes of the spaces S(3 2 ) and S(3 3 ). These classes have no least upper bound since (the classes of) S(3 2 ) ⊕ S(3 3 ) and S(3 6 ) are incomparable classes which are both minimal among all classes of spaces into which both S(3 2 ) and S(3 3 ) embed.
